
Outline 
• Strategic considerations 

– Cost of progress through the ranks 
– Control of market differentials/ retention awards 

• Initial salary when hired 
• Progress through the ranks 
• Ceilings 
• Mid-career adjustments 
• Across the board increases 
• General 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Strategic considerations (issues more related to collective bargaining per se than how system works for individuals). Components of salary system, as described in bargaining bulletins; relevant survey results from each section.



Strategic considerations 
Cost of progress through the ranks 
• Variable 
• Fixed 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The cost of our progress through the ranks (PTR) is variable, e.g., if a lot of members are earlier in their careers where the salary steps are larger, the costs are greater.  If a lot of members are at ceilings, the salary steps they receive are “wasted”, and the cost of PTR to the university is less.An alternative (e.g., used at UBC) is that the cost of PTR is fixed, e.g., 2.5% of the total salary mass.  In such a system, the total value of PTR is divided into the number of steps to be given out, and so the value of a salary step will vary from year to year. There is still the possibility of individuals receiving 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 or 2.0 steps, but the value of 1.0 steps varies from year to year.  This variation may be very small, but such a system precludes the use of a fixed salary scale.Because the cost of our PTR is variable, and because so many members are at ceilings, the cost of our PTR has been very low (< 1.5%).  UVic has variable costs of PTR (like us), but less members at ceilings, and so the costs of their PTR is ~2%.  At UBC, the costs of PTR are fixed at 2.5%.This graph shows growth in salary based on different rates of growth.  It does not represent actual salary trajectories, because early in career, PTR is higher, while at a ceiling it is 0%.  These figures also doesn’t include across the board increases.



Strategic considerations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is another way to look at the results of differences in the costs of PTR, looking at the increase in salary over a 30 year career (assuming that across the board increases in salary keep pace with inflation).  At SFU, salary will increase by 40% over a 30 year career, whereas it will more than double at UBC.



Control of market differentials and retention 
awards 
• No control 
• Control 

– No awards 
– Equal awards 
– Total amount of awards 

• Absolute amount 
• Percentage of total salary mass 

Strategic considerations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another issue is whether the collective agreement places any limits over market differentials and retention awards.  Currently, market differentials and retention awards are not part of bargaining, i.e., there is no control (there may be controls within individual faculties or departments, but these are not part of our framework agreement).In terms of what sort of control could be bargained, there are various options, ranging from the prohibition of any awards, requirements that market differentials be the same for all members of a given unit, or setting a limit on the total amount of money paid as market differentials and/or retention awards. 



Survey respondents 

• 374 responses 
• ~ 33% response rate 



Initial salary when hired  

• Wide open with rank minimums 
• Fixed scale 
• Fixed scale with market differentials 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are options, as described in previous bargaining bulletins.



Initial salary when hired  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the results of the salary survey.  In all cases, the survey asked for responses ranging from strong agreement (1) to strong disagreement (5), so scores ~ 3 indicate neutrality, and scores less than 3 indicate some agreement.  Red arrows are used to highlight scores less than 3, while blue arrows are used to highlight scores ~ 3.



Initial salary when hired  

Areas of agreement 
• Equal starting salaries within disciplines 
• Maximum size for market differential 
• Market conditions used in starting salaries 
• Market conditions used to increase starting 

salaries in certain departments 
• When members are hired, strict adherence to the 

salary scale 
• Market differentials should be equal for all 

members in a department 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are statements from the previous slide, ranked from most agreement to neutrality (statements with larger scores were not included).



Progress through the ranks 

• Fixed career progress increments, no merit 
• Fixed career progress increments, optional 

merit 
• Career progress and merit combined 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, these are options, as described in previous bargaining bulletins.



Progress through the ranks 



Progress through the ranks 

Areas of agreement 
• Increase the 1.3 average step size 
• Finer increments, such as 1.25 step award 
• Mixture of seniority and merit  
• Step increases larger early in career 
• More merit driven and fewer automatic increases 
• Standard 1 step career with separate merit scale 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are statements from the previous slide, ranked from most agreement to neutrality (statements with larger scores were not included).There was another set of questions at the end of the survey about the general design of the salary system, and these asked very similar questions.  The results were consistent.



Ceilings 

• Raise ceilings, don’t need to get rid of them 
entirely 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There was general agreement with statements about raising ceilings, but less agreement for totally removing them.



Mid-career adjustments 

• None 
• Individual, permanent award 
• Individual, temporary award 
• Discipline awards 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, these are options, as described in previous bargaining bulletins.



Mid-career adjustments 



Mid-career adjustments 

Areas of agreement 
• Maximum size of retention award 
• Retention awards should be allowed to differ 

by individuals 
• Retention awards should be rolled into base 

salary when awarded 
• SFU should match competing offers 
• Retention awards should be permanent 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are statements from the previous slide, ranked from most agreement to neutrality (statements with larger scores were not included).



Mid-career adjustments 

• Need funds/ mechanisms to address 
inequities/ anomalies 



Across the board increases 

• Percentage increase 
• Fixed dollar increase 
• Hybrid 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, these are options, as described in previous bargaining bulletins.



General 

X 

X 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
People agreed with most statements except those that salary system was working well.



General 



General 
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